New Renault DUSTER
The true SUV
THE LEGEND GETS BOLDER

A game changer that created an all-new segment, and a new way for millions to thrill, the Renault DUSTER is synonymous with adventure. Now, the iconic DUSTER is here in a new avatar. The new DUSTER comes with superior SUV capabilities and enhanced features to expand its global footprint and continue its rich heritage. Its imposing broad hood and contemporary design details, both on the exterior and the interior, lend it a dynamic stance. Combined with extraordinary power and safety features, it is set to deliver an all-new experience. Get ready to make your adventures more epic.
DESIGNED TO MAKE A STATEMENT

The new Renault DUSTER goes more audacious. Its new tri-winged full chrome grille guarded by the dominating hood syncs perfectly with the new signature projector headlamps. The LED DRLs and Everest Diamond Cut alloy wheels enhance the commanding look of the iconic DUSTER. The Kayak roof rails, matte black embellisher and Waterfall LED taillamps further accentuate its dynamic stance.
Step into an unmatched driving experience with the new Renault DUSTER. The Midnight Black interiors are as inviting as they are comfortable. The premium blue glazed seats lend a classy touch, while the new style Renault steering wheel with soft touch buttons ensures a smart, sophisticated feel. The dual tone centre fascia with a soft touch dashboard and door trims further accentuate the stylish interiors. Additionally, the aesthetics are enhanced by the ice blue graphic instrument cluster with multi-information display, which always keeps you updated on critical driving parameters.
The new Renault DUSTER's interiors merge imagination with practicality. The fully automatic climate control adjusts the air flow inside the cabin and ensures the most comfortable temperature. The compact yet spacious, illuminated and cooled glovebox is thoughtfully redesigned to accommodate all your personal belongings. So, when you drive out into the wild, let your DUSTER be the perfect launch pad.
Find your frontier with the new Renault DUSTER’s groundbreaking prowess. Its monocoque design with comfort features like Cruise Control helps make any adventure effortless. It also comes with dual airbags, speed alert, seatbelt reminder and ABS to keep you safe.

The new DUSTER also delivers an engaging experience with its fully integrated 17.64 cm Touchscreen MediNAV Evolution that comes with Apple CarPlay, Android Auto™ and EcoGuide – a system that monitors driving patterns and provides guidelines to improve efficiency. Now wait no more, the reinvented classic is here to take you places.
EXTRAORDINARY PERFORMANCE

1.5 LITRE PETROL ENGINE:
The new Renault DUSTER features a responsive and fuel-efficient 1.5 litre petrol engine. With exceptional power of 106 PS and maximum torque of 142 Nm, the new DUSTER comes with a 5-speed Manual Transmission and is BS6 compliant.
GO BEYOND THE CITY LIMITS

Drive home a new Renault DUSTER and drive into a life of adventure. The Renault Gang of Dusters is a community of like-minded DUSTER owners who seek out new experiences and long for the roads less travelled. Over the last six years, the gang has driven with over 1 lakh registered members, and has completed some of India’s most breathtaking routes. With numerous drives already completed and many more planned, this is your invitation to join the gang.

JOIN THE EPIC GANG

Every drive is an opportunity to have new experiences. The drives come with a host of thrilling activities like off-roading, trekking, zip lining, zorbing, camel safari, parasailing, and many more. With 80+ completed drives, the future is filled with bigger and better adventures.

Get ready to live beyond the mundane. The Iconic Passion Drives are curated for those who don’t want the adrenaline rush to stop. These drives are tailored to conquer tough terrains and extreme conditions. Fasten your seat belts and let the new Renault DUSTER take over.

Duration: 8 to 12 days

Take your family for an adventure like no other. A drive curated with some of the most thrilling activities—off-roading, nature trek, and more. To make your experience better, we have flexible slots. So pack your bags and drive out with renewed excitement.

Duration: 2 to 4 days

For those who want to do something unique over the weekend. These drives are curated with a host of activities like food walk, photo walk, music festivals, cricket tournaments, and many more. Ready to drive away to a new adventure?

Duration: 1 day

To register, visit www.gangofdusters.com
**ENGINE & TRANSMISSION**

**Displacement (cc)**: 1498

**Maximum Power Output (PS)**: 106PS @ 5600 RPM

**Maximum Torque (Nm)**: 142Nm @ 4000 RPM

**Transmission Type**: Multi Point Fuel Injection

---

**STEERING**

**Type**: Power Steering

**SUSPENSION**

**Front**: Independent McPherson strut with coil spring

**Rear**: Trailing Arm with coil springs and double acting shock absorber

---

**EXTERIOR**

**RXE**
- Dual Tone body colour front bumper
- Projector headlamps
- Waterfall LED tail lamps
- Matte Black tailgate embelishment
- Full wheel cover
- Black kayak roof rails
- Black door rail oil
- Black outer door handle finish

**RXS**
- Dual Tone body colour front bumper
- LED DRL
- Body coloured outer door handle finish
- Turn indicators on ORVMs

---

**INTERIORS**

**RXE**
- Midnight Black with Stone Grey interior colour harmony
- New style Renault steering wheel
- Black seat upholstery
- Black inside door finish

**RXS**
- Deco Brown seat upholstery

---

**SAFETY AND SECURITY**

**RXE**
- Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
- Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) with Brake Assist (BA)
- Rapid deceleration warning
- Child restraint system
- Driver & front passenger airbags
- Rear seat airbag
- Impact sensing door unlock

**RXS**
- Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
- Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) with Brake Assist (BA)
- Engine immobiliser
- Driver & front passenger airbags
- Driver and passenger seat belt reminder
- Reverse parking sensors
- Speed sensitive door locking

---

**COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE**

**RXE**
- Manual air conditioning control with heater
- Remote keyless entry & central locking
- Tilt adjustable power steering
- Front & rear power windows with illuminated switches
- Overhead light indicator
- Rear parcel tray
- Power mirror
- Front reading lamps

**RXS**
- Auto air conditioning
- Front tweeters (2 nos)
- Front driver seat armrest
- Height adjustable driver seat with lumbar support
- Height adjustable front seat belts
- Illuminated glove box
- Electrically foldable outside rear view mirrors
- Driver side auto up-down anti-pinch power window
- Cruise control
- Eco Guide
- Speed limiter

---

**DUSTER**

**KEY FEATURES**

**RXS** = RXE +
- Tri-winged full chrome grille
- Body coloured outer door handle finish
- Turn indicators on ORVMs

---

**INTERIORS**

**RXS**
- Deco Brown seat upholstery

---

**SAFETY AND SECURITY**

**RXS**
- Rear defogger

---

**COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE**

**RXS**
- Ice Blue graphic instrument cluster with multi-information display
- Rear reading lamps
- 17.64cm Touchscreen MediaNAV Evolution - Radio
- Bluetooth (Voice and Telephone control)
- USB and AUX-In
- Android Auto & Apple Carplay
- Voice Recognition (via Apple CarPlay, Android Auto)
- 4 speakers
- Steering mounted audio and phone controls
- Rear seat armrest with cupholders
- Gearshift indicator
- Cooled storage
- Electrically adjustable outside rear view mirrors

---

**RXZ** = RXS +
- Front fog lamps
- Everest Diamond Cut alloy wheels
- Chrome exhaust pipe finisher
- Satin Chrome Kayak roof rails
- Satin Chrome door side sill

---

**INTERIORS**

**RXZ**
- Premium blue glazed seat upholstery

---

**SUSPENSION**

**Front**
- Independent McPherson strut

**Rear**
- Trailing Arm with coil springs and double acting shock absorber

---

**STEERING**

**Type**: Power Steering

---

**WHEELS & TYRES**

**Tyres**: 215/65